IMT OBJECTIVES

HOW DOES IMT HELP IN ACHIEVING THESE OBJECTIVES?

Groom students and lead them to path of becoming future leaders.

Strong faculty and student engagement through various activities with one-on-one interactions.

Mentorship and sessions through our esteemed and distinguished alumni.

Teaching the curriculum and courseware industry-ready.

Provides excellent placement assistance & offers from leading business companies across the globe.

Providing Global immersion programs and opportunities to students.

To create dynamic learning environment to cultivate future leaders.

To identify exceptionally talented students for leadership development.

To help identify their current leadership strengths and build a personal leadership philosophy and a clear future leadership development plan.

To expose the selected candidates to the realities of C-suite executive positions.

To facilitate learning from the leaders of Corporate India.

To help identify their current leadership strengths and build a personal leadership philosophy and a clear future leadership development plan.

To expose the selected candidates to the realities of C-suite executive positions.

To facilitate learning from the leaders of Corporate India.
IMT AT A GLANCE

IMT is India’s premier AACSB accredited management school with a distinct focus on grooming leadership through Innovation, Execution and Social Responsibility. IMTG has been consistently ranked among the top management institutes of the country. The institute offers various academic programs with latest pedagogical support, high-quality curriculum, world-class faculty, outstanding infrastructure, facilities, that facilitate students at IMT, experience a unique and conducive learning environment. We at IMT relentlessly strive to reimagine business education and offer innovative courses in dynamic, world-class cities. Our efforts have been recognised by highly regarded global rankings that include:

OUR CAMPUSES

1980
LAUNCH OF IMT GHAZIABAD CAMPUS

2004
LAUNCH OF IMT NAGPUR CAMPUS

2006
LAUNCH OF IMT DUBAI CAMPUS

2011
LAUNCH OF IMT HYDERABAD CAMPUS
ABOUT IMT GHAZIABAD

Institute of Management Technology (IMT), set up in 1980, is a pioneer in offering top class management education in the private sector in India. Its management programs are grounded on the belief that managerial competencies must be married to technology to ensure most impactful management practices. The programs are profiled appropriately with the evolving skill needs of the business world, contemporary, also for future, in order to remain relevant to the ever changing world. Having smart campuses with ultra-modern academic facilities, deep corporate engagement, intensive international connect, faculty with very rich experience in industry and academics, vibrant campus life ensuring a holistic approach in grooming the students for the challenging career, enabling academic environment make IMT an irresistible destination for budding business leaders.

NEW CAMPUS INITIATIVES

• IMT Ghaziabad has exclusive tie-up with Indraprasatha Institute of Information Technology Delhi (IIITD) with an objective of making a collaborative impact on contemporary student education, entrepreneurship and society.
• IMT Ghaziabad has collaborated with University of California, Davis, USA as an international partner. UC Davis is AACSB accredited and ranked among prestigious rankings like 102 in QS global rankings and 4 in Palmes Ranking.
• IMT G has exclusive tie up with “GreenTree” for cooperation in building intellectual and human capital in the field of sustainability, academic education and research, through the sub brand of Greentree named GT Academy.

CAMPUS HIGHLIGHTS

01 40+ years of glorious legacy of excellence
02 Top ranked premier B-School in India
03 AACSB reaccredited and NBA approved programs
04 Strong alumni network with 300+ C suite executives
05 53+ International partners
06 Intensive industry engagements
07 Marque faculty with A* publications in leading international journals
08 Excellent placement record with complete placement assistance

RANKINGS

4th Business World
Private B-School

5th Business Today
Private B-School

2nd CSR GHRDC
Supreme B-School Category

India Today
Private B-School

PROGRAMS OFFERED

PGDM
PGDM (Financial Management)
PGDM (Banking and Financial Services)
PGDM WE (Accelerated PGDM program for experienced professionals)
PGDM (Marketing)
PGDM (Dual Country Program)

AREAS OF SPECIALIZATION

MAJOR
MINOR
Marketing
Strategy Innovation and Entrepreneurship
Finance
Information Systems Management
Human Resources Management
Business Analytics
Operations Management
Economic Environment and Policy

COURSES LEARNING OUTCOME

Develop core managerial competencies in Indian and global context
Develop sensitivity towards social responsibilities and sustainability of businesses
Develop strategic and innovative thinking in creating and managing businesses

UNIQUE PROGRAM FEATURES

Industry-relevant course curriculum
Curriculum are linked to technology and analytics
Completion of core electives before the summer internship

Interdisciplinary electives (free electives) are offered apart from majors and minors for the holistic development of would-be managers
Contemporary courses include Design Thinking & Innovation, Simulation-based, Negotiation Skills, Data Science and Analytics, Entrepreneurship and New Venture, Emerging Technology, Sustainability and Social responsibility etc.
PLACEMENTS: BATCH 2020 - 2022

PLACEMENTS STATISTICS

AVERAGE OF TOP OFFERS

23% Hike in Average CTC

SECTOR WISE OFFERS

HIGHEST CTC

INR 62.00 LPA

MEDIAN CTC

INR 14.00 LPA

AVERAGE CTC

INR 15.28 LPA

Top 10% Offers

24.99 LPA

Top 20% Offers

21.80 LPA

Top 25% Offers

20.77 LPA

STUDENT CLUBS

FINESSE – FINANCE CLUB

Finesse, the official Finance Club of IMT Ghaziabad, is a student-driven initiative to facilitate knowledge-sharing on finance matters and provide a deeper insight into the financial sector to the students of IMT by partnering with various industry experts and organizing several competitions, workshops, and conclaves.

ITAC – IT AND ANALYTICS CLUB

The IT & Analytics Club mission is to create a collaborative learning environment for students where they can enhance/share their Data Analysis Techniques.

HAWC - HEALTH AND WELLNESS CLUB

HAWC, Health and Wellness Club of IMT Ghaziabad with the motto of “Energizing and Refreshing everyone”. To keep up our pace with this every minute changing world, we overlook the importance of health & peace of mind.

MARKUP

MarkUp is the Official Marketing Club of IMT Ghaziabad. As a student-driven marketing enterprise, it aims to provide a platform for aspiring marketers where they can develop marketing expertise by solving real-time corporate problems.

TOASTMASTERS CLUB

At IMT Ghaziabad Toastmasters Club, “Provide a Positive and Supportive Learning Experience, where members are empowered to develop Communication and Leadership skills, for better Self Confidence and Personal Growth.”

THROB - THE HR & OB CLUB

THROB is the official HR club of IMT Ghaziabad. THROB acts as an interface between the HR students and corporate world and adds the practical learning dimension to the curriculum of students through industry interactions and exposure to HR related knowledge across the globe.

TOP PARTICIPATING COMPANIES
STUDENT COMMITTEES

ADMISSIONS COMMITTEE
The Admissions Committee at IMT Ghaziabad is a student coordinated association committed to introducing diversity along with improving the quality of future IMTians through several initiatives conducted by the team.

CULTURAL COMMITTEE
The Cultural Committee of IMT Ghaziabad provides a platform to the students of IMT Ghaziabad to nurture and showcase their talent and to further reach a healthy mix of fun and work.

ALUMNI RELATIONSHIP COMMITTEE
The Alumni Relationship Committee aims to nurture an ever-growing bond between the vibrant alumni base and the Institute to build the brand of IMT Ghaziabad.

IMTEAM PRISM
IMT Prism team are the custodians of brand IMT and are the voice of the students.

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS COMMITTEE
The International Relations Committee (IRC) forges and maintains links between IMT Ghaziabad and International Business Schools. It facilitates the students’ exchange programs, faculty exchange programs, language courses and manages all events held at an international scale.

IMT GHAZIABAD WALL OF FAME

Koshy George
Chief Marketing Officer, Marico Limited
Batch: 2001

Arpana Rawat
Managing Director at Accenture
Batch: 1996

Ruchi Aggarwal
Honorary Visiting Senior Fellow, University of Lincoln
Batch: 1995

Harpreet Datta
Group HR Head Talent Acquisition & Management GMR Group

Mr. Sumeet Narang
President & BU Head- Probiking (KTM), Bajaj Auto Ltd.
Batch: 1993

Mr. Deepak Mangla
CEO Corporate Centres India and Philippines, JP Morgan Services
Batch: 1989

Mr. Saurabh Makhija
Director- Nestlé Professional
Batch: 2002

Apoov Sharma
Marketing @ Apple | ex - Amazon, Flipkart, Vodafone
Batch: 2011

Ms. Preetha Athrey
Director, Global Business Marketing, APAC at Twitter
Batch: 2002

Sunil Kataria
CEO - Raymond Lifestyle
Batch: 1990
IMT NAGPUR

ABOUT IMT NAGPUR
Established in 2004, IMT Nagpur is now one of the finest management colleges in India today. It is accredited by AICTE, AIU and NBA and has successfully been nurturing and educating budding talents in fields of Marketing, Finance, Business Analytics, Human Resources and Operations. The goal of the Institute is to provide students with a value driven and technology oriented academic environment which will help them achieve their dreams and vision. IMT Nagpur has high value of integrity and sustainability in their approach. Hence, it is Institute’s mission to enrich their students to excellency. With array of programs and expert faculties, IMT Nagpur aims to be recognized as a key contributor in innovative management education in India.

NEW CAMPUS INITIATIVES
- Integrated curriculum focusing on the overall development of the student managers.
- More Industry Engagement and connect in revising the course contents and team teaching
- Introduction of new Elective courses
- Specialized Certifications with various industry leaders to provide certification programs to students

CAMPUS HIGHLIGHTS
1. Established in 2004
2. Ranked among India’s premier B-Schools
3. Offers multi-faceted academic program & curriculum
4. 25+ International university collaborations
5. Strong network of over 4500 + alumni spread across the globe
6. Strong placement records with complete placement assistance
7. Corporate engagement with more than 100 senior corporate experts

ACCREDITATIONS & APPROVAL

RANKINGS
- 11th Education World Private B-School
- 36th MBA Universe India’s top 100 Private B-Schools Ranking
- A1 Business Standard A1 Category among Top 25 B-Schools
- 24th The Week Private B-School

COURSES LEARNING OUTCOME
Following are the few course learning outcomes that we strive to achieve:
- To deliver industry relevant curriculum to make students ready for jobs of the future
- To train students in required skills that are needed in the job market
- To hone the skills and spirit of entrepreneurial mindset in students
- To develop life skills to face the challenges and uncertainties of VUCA world
- To facilitate strong industry connect to complement course learning outcomes with practical on ground realities
- To develop ethical leadership in students to make them ready to drive and lead the businesses in future

PROGRAMS OFFERED
- PGDM (Post Graduate Diploma in Management)
- PGDM (Marketing)
- PGDM (Financial Management)

AREAS OF SPECIALIZATION
- Economics
- Marketing
- HR & OB
- Business Analytics & IT
- Finance
- Operations Management
- General Management
- Information Technology

UNIQUE PROGRAM FEATURES
- 70+ Elective Courses To Choose From.
- Fruitful Summer Internship Programs.
- IBM Business Analytics Lab Within Campus.
- Specialized Certifications.
- Life-Skills Training.
- 30+ Different Student Clubs And Communities.

NSE Online : This finance elective course taught over two terms (IV and V) in collaboration with National Stock Exchange (NSE) focuses on providing an in-depth understanding and hands-on experience of investments in the stock market.

SLC : Strategies for Life and Career The thought behind this course is to navigate participants through the complex self and complexity of the world in order to have clarity of purpose and existence and help liberate their thoughts, mindsets, and assumptions.

Institute of Management Technology (IMT)
Admission Brochure 2023
### PLACEMENTS: BATCH 2020 - 2022

#### PLACEMENTS STATISTICS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Highest CTC</th>
<th>Median CTC</th>
<th>Average CTC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INR 23.57 LPA</td>
<td>INR 9.00 LPA</td>
<td>INR 10.00 LPA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### AVERAGE OF TOP OFFERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Top 10% Offers</th>
<th>Top 20% Offers</th>
<th>Top 50% Offers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16.79 LPA</td>
<td>14.30 LPA</td>
<td>11.34 LPA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

25.47% Hike in Average CTC

#### SECTOR WISE OFFERS

- IT & Consulting: 20%
- BFSI: 10%
- Retail & E-commerce: 10%
- Education: 51%
- Others: 9%

#### FUNCTION WISE OFFERS

- Analytics: 22%
- Associate: 9%
- Management Trainee: 11%
- Consultant: 24%
- Others: 2%
- Manager: 12%
- Executive: 10%

#### TOP PARTICIPATING COMPANIES

- Bain & Company
- Evalueserve
- Accenture
- Crisil
- Wipro
- Deloitte
- Hexaware
- KPMG
- Nielsen TO
- Oxane
- Cognizant
- Capgemini
- Infosys
- HCL
- Virtusa
- Infosys
- KR
- Aron
- Indiabulls
- HDFC
- Zydus

### STUDENT CLUBS

#### HYPNOTICS

Hypnotics, the dance forum of IMT Nagpur has been a camaraderie for all the dance aficionado of the college since 2014. It conducts a flagship event, ‘Happy Feet’ and performs in various events such as Milestone’35.

“Music is the language of the soul which Zimfonia expresses through melody”

#### InShades

InShades, the Fine Arts club is a place for art enthusiasts where artists aspire to blend in different shades of creativity.

#### Rangmarch

Rangmarch is the Dramatic Club of the institute which gives a platform to bring out the hidden actor inside the students.

#### Literati

Literati- the Literature club of IMT Nagpur is a niche for those who have passion for reading and like to express their emotions through words.

#### Imprint

Imprint is a photography club of IMT Nagpur which tries to capture the memories of IMTians in all the events and shows the beauty of campus to the social world!

#### Toastmasters

Toastmasters IMT Nagpur is a branch of the globally renowned Toastmasters International, which was started to improve public speaking and leadership skills of future business leaders.

The Entertainment Forum of IMT Nagpur provides the student managers an opportunity to experience fun, creativity and emotions amidst the monotony of classes and schedules by making movies, TV series, stand ups readily available for them.
STUDENT COMMITTEES

The Placement Committee is the sole student driven body responsible for carrying out all placement related activities and is instrumental in interfacing with the corporate world to secure the student community with the desired placement offers for final placements as well as summer internships.

The Corporate Interaction Committee aims at creating a platform where industry experts and student managers of IMT Nagpur come together to exchange experiences and learnings and prepare the latter for the corporate world.

Corporate Communication Committee: (Communicating Connections Creatively) CCC advances the admissions process and it promulgates the IMT brand through enhancement of offline and digital outreach.

At Alumni Committee, we constantly strive to build and maintain the relationships beyond the boundaries of the institute with our alumni through various events and activities.

Milestone Committee - The committee responsible for hosting Central India’s biggest business school annual events and filling the life of students with excitement, enthusiasm & fun, thereby giving memories that could be cherished for life.

The Entrepreneurship Cell Committee nurtures entrepreneurial spirit among the students. They aspire to procreate more entrepreneurs by providing them a platform where they can chart their own destiny.

IMT NAGPUR WALL OF FAME

Vidit Iakhane
Citi Bank
AVP - Technical Project Manager Digital Banking
Batch 2008 – 10

Brajesh Lahoti
Standard Chartered Bank
Senior Manager
Batch 2015-2017

Arjit Bhargava
AuthBridge
SVP
Batch 2010-2012

Nitya Chawla
Self-employed Corporate Trainer, Career Counsellor and Public Speaker
Batch 2009 - 11

Shubham Pandey
Microsoft
Product Manager
Batch 2015 – 17

Mujtaba Ajaz Ansari
Paytm
State Head
Batch 2013 – 15

Nidhi Gupta
Microsoft
Product Manager
Batch 2015 – 17

Yogesh Thatte
Regional Head North & east (Commercial Payments) at Axis Bank
Batch 2004-2006

Kartikey Upadhyay
EY
Senior Consultant
Batch 2012-2014

Nidhi Gupta
PVR Ltd
Senior Manager Human Resources
Batch 2011-2013

Alen Abraham
Plutomen
CEO
Batch 2009 – 11

Admission Brochure 2023
ABOUT IMT HYDERABAD

The Institute of Management Technology, Hyderabad, (IMT Hyderabad), is the fourth and youngest campus of IMT Group. This premier B-School was established in the year 2011 and has been growing from strength to strength ever since its inception.

Widely experienced faculty, rigorous learning processes, innovative pedagogy combined with state of the art infrastructure render IMT Hyderabad has the most apt platform for grooming and molding the business leaders of tomorrow.

IMT Hyderabad constantly endeavors to provide its students with an excellent learning experience through a curriculum that matches the contemporary business requirements.

NEW CAMPUS INITIATIVES

- IMT Hyderabad sponsored Global Certifications- IMT Hyderabad has partnered with Coursera to sponsor certification course to all the students
- Micro Credit courses in Emerging Areas- Design Thinking, Personal Branding, Leadership Labs, Advanced Spreadsheet Modelling.
- Blended learning using immersive technologies - Immersive Learning using Gamification and Simulations
- MoUs signed with reputed corporations to provide Industry ready Curriculum to students

CAMPUS HIGHLIGHTS

01. Established in 2011
02. One of the two national level ranked B-schools in Telangana and Andhra Pradesh
03. Fastest Growing Bschool in India
04. 150+ Practitioners delivering real-life experiences every year.
05. 40+ foreign university collaborations
06. State-of-the-art infrastructure combined with innovative pedagogy & rigorous learning processes
07. 15000+ alumni members across the world
08. Excellent placement record and assistance.

RANKINGS

- 75th NRF Ranking
- 1st CSR GHRDC Private B-School in Telangana
- 9th The Week Private B-School in South India
- 9th Business World Private B-School in South India
- 14th Education World Private B-Schools Ranking

ACCREDITATIONS & APPROVAL

- NBA
- SAQs
- ACCREDITED
- IRS

PROGRAMS OFFERED

IMT Hyderabad offers the following 2 year full-time residential Post Graduate Diploma in Management (PGDM) Programs.

- PGDM General
- PGDM Marketing
- PGDM Finance

AREAS OF SPECIALIZATION

- Strategy
- Marketing
- Human Resource Management
- Analytics and Information Technology
- Finance & Accounting
- Operations Management

COURSES LEARNING OUTCOME

- Functional proficiency and integration
- Analytical and critical thinking ability
- Leadership and interpersonal skills
- Communication skills
- Creativity and innovation skills
- Ethical and global perspective

UNIQUE PROGRAM FEATURES

- One to one mentoring by Industry Leaders
- Distinguished speaker Series
- Industry guided courses
- Global immersion
- Industry Immersion
- Contemporary domain inputs
- Hands on workshops on emerging areas in technology & business as a whole
- Social Immersion
- Institute sponsored global certifications in select areas
PLACEMENTS: BATCH 2020 - 2022

PLACEMENTS STATISTICS

INR 23.50 LPA
Highest CTC

INR 8.55 LPA
Median CTC

INR 9.65 LPA
Average CTC

AVERAGE OF TOP OFFERS

16.95 Lakh
Top 10 Offers

15.00 Lakh
Top 20 Offers

12.83 Lakh
Top 50 Offers

11.16 Lakh
Top 100 Offers

FUNCTION WISE OFFERS

Marketing 11%
Finance 32%
Operations 45%
Consulting 10%
IT / ITES 10%
Financial Services 9%
Education 12%
Retail & E-Commerce 20%
Others 31%

SECTOR WISE OFFERS

Consulting 10%
IT / ITES 10%
Financial Services 8%
Education 10%
Retail & E-Commerce 9%
Others 31%

STUDENT CLUBS

Altius
The sports club of IMT Hyderabad is the one-stop destination for IMTians to Strive for Higher. Team Altius aims at bringing people together from different cultures and mindsets with the spirit of Sportsmanship.

Mercatus Mantra
Mercatus Mantra believes that marketing concepts can be applied to practical and innovative events and ideas and takes on year-round initiatives that make overall learning of concepts such as negotiation, branding, consumer learning, STP, marketing strategy, etc. accessible, innovative and fun!

Athena
Athena is a student-driven club which consists of a team of extremely dedicated individuals who want to be instrumental in providing a platform for exploring the world of business for the student community.

Insightix
The analytics club of IMT conducts fun and mind-bending events like Cinelytics, Cogentix, and Excalibre to make learning easy and fun.

Antragna
Antragna always strive towards promoting a rich cultural experience through various art forms and festivals, aiming at bringing out the deep hidden cultural expression in every student.

Pahel

Finacea
The finance club of IMT Hyderabad, is a student-driven initiative that aims at bringing both the academic and the practitioners’ perspective of the finance sector to provide a platform for the students on developing, sharing and improving financial knowledge.

Prarambh
The entrepreneurship club promotes entrepreneurial spirit by conducting events and activities focusing on the development of entrepreneurial skills.

TOP PARTICIPATING COMPANIES

Amazon
CRISIL
Deloitte
D.E. Shaw & Co
Accenture
Federal Bank
Grant Thornton
Goldman Sachs
Invesco
MAHINDRA
Novartis
Oracle
PwC
Reliance
TCS
Tata Power
TCS
Wipro
Zensar
STUDENT COMMITTEES

Media Relations Committee
The MRC or the media relations committee of IMT-Hyderabad is the committee responsible for communicating news and other happenings of the college to the outside world.

The Alumni Relations Committee
of IMT Hyderabad strives hard towards its endeavor of building a bridge between the alumni and the institution.

Mezzo
Mezzo works extensively to ensure nutritious food is served on a regular basis thus creating a feeling of home away from home.

International Relations Committee
To mark the presence of IMT Hyderabad at the global stage, the Student International Relations Committee plays a vital role.

Student Council
Ensures the well-being of the student fraternity and maintain discipline and decorum of the campus. The SC brings about changes in the campus that give long term benefits to the students.

Athflex
The fitness committee of IMT-Hyderabad is a platform that promotes fitness and undertakes several initiatives to successfully engage the students as well as the faculty in different activities.

TEDx
Aims to spread ideas, usually in the form of short powerful talks. The talks may contain a wide range of topics and TEDx provides a platform where Technology, Design and Entertainment converges to form one brilliant new idea.

IMT HYDERABAD WALL OF FAME

Ankit Surana
Assistant Vice President - Vivriti Capital
Batch 2011 – 13

Nayanika Dutta
Program Manager - Amazon (ACES)
Batch 2015-2017

Ishtiaque Kabir Mondal
Sr. Manager II & KAM
Head @ Flipkart | Ex-Shoppers Stop
Batch 2012 - 14

Shivalkar Jeyasankar
Consultant Data Science
Verizon
Batch- 2012-2014

Rahul Budhia
Regional Head - Rapipay
Fintech Pvt Ltd
Batch 2013 – 15

Garima Agarwal
Product Ops & Strategy Manager, Customer Experience (Management Consultant)- Deloitte
Batch- 2014-2016

Aiman Fatima
Director - Employee Relations at Merilytics
Batch- 2013-2015

Kanika Sharma
Campus Recruitment Lead - Bain & Company
Batch 2012 – 14

Vazir Rehman
Senior Consultant at EY GDS
Batch- 2014-2016

Pushkar Ghatole
Senior Data Scientist – Fractal
Batch 2013 - 15

IMT HYDERABAD WALL OF FAME

IMT HYDERABAD WALL OF FAME
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IMT DUBAI

ABOUT IMT DUBAI
IMT carries the vision to position itself on the global business map. Pursuing this vision, IMT established its first overseas campus in Dubai in 2006. IMT Dubai is approved by the Ministry of Education, Government of U.A.E. and its 1 Year MBA program has been accredited by the Commission of Academic Accreditation (CAA), Ministry of Education, Government of U.A.E. With a high-quality curriculum, world-class faculty, outstanding infrastructure and facilities, students at IMT Business School experience a unique and conducive learning environment. One of the key advantages of its academic programs is the strong industry interface students get through continuous engagement with the local industry through internships, company projects, and panel discussions.

CAMPUS HIGHLIGHTS

01 Established in 2006
02 Accredited 1 year MBA degree by CAA (MOE) & IACBE
03 Innovative programs are designed to give students and executives a global perspective
04 250+ Corporate partners and 100% placement assistance
05 Strong network of over 1300+ alumni spread across the globe
06 A curriculum matching industry requirements for the future ready business professional.

ACCREDITATIONS & APPROVAL

IMT BUSINESS SCHOOL DUBAI IS A LICENSED INSTITUTION BY THE COMMISSION OF ACADEMIC ACCREDITATION (CAA), MINISTRY OF EDUCATION, UAE.

Memberships

Other Accreditations

WHY IMT DUBAI?

01 First Business School in Dubai accredited by Ministry of Education, UAE
02 Access to 17000+ alumni network of IMT Group
03 Middle East Immersion
04 Strong academic focus and Industry collaborations
05 100% PhD faculty

PROGRAMS OFFERED

ONE YEAR MBA PROGRAM

AREAS OF SPECIALIZATION

Finance
Marketing
Operations
Entrepreneurship
Digital Business

Institute of Management Technology (IMT)
UNIQUE PROGRAM FEATURES

- Fast track One year MBA program for professionals with 2+ years of work experience.
- Earn while learning (Paid internship throughout the program for up to 40 hours per week).
- Worldwide acceptable MBA degree.
- Strong academic focus with Project based learning through industry collaborations.
- 100% internship and placement support.

CAREER SERVICES AT IMT DUBAI

1. One-on-one career guidance and coaching sessions on resume/profile building and other essential employability skills to succeed in the job market.
2. Mock interview sessions.
3. Internships/final placements interview as per student fitment and industry demand across sectors like consulting, marketing, finance, international business, operations and supply chain management etc.
4. Alumni connect activities for networking, mentorship & guidance.
5. Participation in annual career fair.
6. Regular industry-connect sessions like conclave, panel discussions and leadership talk with leading corporates.

PLACEMENTS: BATCH 2020 - 2022

- Highest CTC: AED 11000 per month
- Average CTC: AED 8000 per month

LIST OF PARTICIPATING COMPANIES

- al tayer
- Logicom
- BYJU'S
- LANDMARK GROUP
- zomato
- UAE XCHANGE
- Khaleej Times
- Choithrams
- FINCA

INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY (IMT)

Admission Brochure 2023
INTERNATIONAL PARTNERSHIPS

120+ INTERNATIONAL PARTNERS FOR IMT CAMPUSES

Leipzig Graduate School of Management (HHL), Germany
Aston University, UK
University of Haifa, Israel
Shanxi University, Taiyuan, China
Leipzig Graduate School of Management (HHL), Germany
Aston University, UK
University of Haifa, Israel
Shanxi University, Taiyuan, China

HOW DOES IMT SHORTLIST CANDIDATES?

COMMON ADMISSIONS PROCESS 2023

ADMISSION CRITERIA

ACADEMICS
3-year bachelor’s degree or equivalent with minimum 50%

TEST SCORE
Candidates should take the CAT 2022/XAT 2023 or GMAT (January 1, 2019 – February 28, 2023) OR CMAT *

APPLICATION
The application should be filled and submitted at Rs 2500/- plus applicable bank charges online to IMT.

ADMISSIONS PROCESS

01 FILL ONLINE APPLICATION FORM
02 SUBMIT YOUR TEST SCORES
03 ADMISSION PROCESS SHORTLIST
04 SELECTION PROCESS
05 ANNOUNCEMENT OF RESULTS
06 REPORTING & INDUCTION

For applying to IMT Ghaziabad, Nagpur and Hyderabad (2-year PGDM) Admissions 2023.

- Applicants must be registered for CAT-2022 or XAT-2023 or have taken the GMAT (January 1, 2019 – February 28, 2023) for IMT Ghaziabad*
- Applicants must be registered for CAT (2022)/ XAT (2023) or GMAT (January 1, 2019 – February 28, 2023) for IMT Nagpur and IMT Hyderabad**

CMAT - 2023 test score will be considered ONLY for IMT Nagpur and IMT Hyderabad Campus.

Final selection of the candidates will be made on the basis of BEST test score and Common Admissions Process conducted by IMT.

Cut-offs: IMT does not declare cut-offs for any examination. Our admissions evaluation process looks at a holistic evaluation of a candidate’s profile and their selection depends on a number of factors including their academic background, work experience (if applicable), extracurricular activities, examination scores, interview performance and more.

Apply Online at www.imt.edu/admissions2023

* Applicants who are appearing for the final-year degree examination can also apply, subject to submission of all mark sheets and pass certificate to IMT’s Academic Program office at a later date. Failing to do so will result in admission being cancelled.

** In the case of the candidates applying on the basis of GMAT and score is not provided, processing of application will be provisional, subject to IMT receiving the official GMAT score on or before February 28, 2023.